#1 in Direct Spend Automation and Supplier Performance

SourceDay is a cloud-based direct procurement automation solution purpose-built to transform complex buying processes. By allowing suppliers access to their customer procurement data in one place, SourceDay increases collaboration between suppliers and their customers to improve supplier/client relationships while eliminating manual processes, providing total data access and visibility.

SourceDay's Benefit to Suppliers
SourceDay streamlines communication by consolidating emails in one hourly report so suppliers can take care of multiple needs from multiple customers at the same time. Collaboration and communication to customers is more efficient and accurate.

- **Simplified Communication** - Get real-time notifications on all customer orders with the ability to communicate on multiple purchase orders at one time and in one place.
- **Better Relationships** - Become proactive to customer needs and agile when responding to change.
- **One Portal, Multiple Customers** - Have ability to view and communicate with all of your SourceDay customer orders with one single sign-in on one platform.
- **Streamline Process** - SourceDay automates manual tasks and drives action based on exception, which keep out the noise and lets you stay focused on what actually needs attention.
- **No Missed POs** - Configure SourceDay to send out reminders so you can take immediate action, urgent items can be addressed as soon as the notification shows on your computer.
- **AP Automation** - With no manual entry, PO and invoice information is kept up-to-date, shortening time for you to receive payment.
- **Mobile App** - Gain the flexibility to process POs anywhere regardless of location, country or timezones.
- **Know Your Effectiveness** - Have access to a real-time scorecard, removing the guess work when it comes to customer’s satisfaction.

Why SourceDay is Different than Other Supplier Portals

- **Easy Onboarding** - Set-up and training is 100% managed by SourceDay, training takes less than 1 hour.
- **Complete User Support** - SaaS application which is 100% managed by SourceDay
- **Zero Cost to Supplier**

Supplier Testimonials

"I was actually excited to have a better way to manage the account. SourceDay consolidates every aspect of account management into a single system that is easy to use with minimal training required. It’s an ideal buyer-supplier collaboration tool."

- Kenny Zielinski, SMC Corporation of America

"It was very easy and user-friendly, and I instantly recognized the benefits of having a common system. The tutorial was great and our SourceDay rep was always available to answer questions. Within two weeks, I was comfortable using the new system and now wish more of my buyers were on it."

- Kathy Hamilton, CMA